
DOUBLE EDGE SAFETY RAZOR
HOW TO USE THE

INSTALLING/CHANGING THE BLADE
Be careful that the razor does not accidentally slip out of your hands while using. This could cause serious 
injuries and bleeding. Store unused blades in safe cartridge until use.

a) Dry and clean hands carefully before assembling the razor, handle and blade.
b) Put the razor in your hand, with the razor head facing down.
c) Hold the short ends of the razor head in one hand and use the other hand to unscrew the razor handle. 
    Set handle aside.
d) Remove the bottom portion of the razor head (perforated plate) from the top piece of the razor head 
    (arched plate).
e) Take a razor blade out of the cartridge. BE VERY CAREFUL. 
f) Hold the top portion of the razor head in one hand and use your thumb and index finger to grab 
    the razor blade on its short, blunt sides.
g) Let the razor blade slide onto the three punched pins. BE VERY CAREFUL.
h) IMPORTANT: Put the bottom piece of razor head back onto the pins of the razor head 
    top with the textured edge facing the blade.
i) Use your free hand to screw the razor handle together with the blade-holding chrome pieces. 

POTENTIAL HAZARDS
> Make sure to use only on your face and neck area. 
> Do not use the razor on other parts of your body, like legs, 
   armpits, back or intimate area. 
> To avoid bacterial infections, only use blades which were 
   kept in cartridges or properly packaged in hygienic containers. 
> Check the razor blade carefully for damage or deformation 
    before use. 
> Do not apply strong pressure to the skin. 
> Do not use the razor on skin areas with irritation or blemishes. 
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SHAVING TECHNIQUE
a) Always shave in the direction of the beard growth (with the grain).
b) When shaving the neck, stretch the skin tight with your free hand. 
c) Focus on reducing the amount of hair with each stroke, not removing all at once; this will 
    help prevent cuts, razor burn, or irritation. 
d) If needed, apply a second coat of Beard Lube or Supreme Cream to keep beard and skin 
    moist during the entire shave.
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TIP:

USING THE DOUBLE EDGE SAFETY RAZOR
a) Ensure skin is clean and clear of dirt and oil by using Jack Black Pure Clean Daily 
    Facial Cleanser or Face Buff Energizing Scrub.
b) Moisten the beard area with warm water, and lather thoroughly with a brush using 
    Jack Black Supreme Cream Triple Cushion® Shave Lather or apply Beard LubeTM 
    Conditioning Shave. Always use a high quality, moisturizing shaving cream. This will allow the 
    blade to glide easily over the skin.
c) In order to make initial contact with skin, place the razor perpendicular with skin, allowing the curved top 
    of the razor head to come in contact first. Then slowly tilt the razor handle down to a 30° angle, the proper 
    angle for shaving. This will help prevent nicks and cuts when the blade comes in first contact with the skin.
d) Allow the razor to glide over the skin while avoiding added pressure. The razor’s weight should provide 
     adequate pressure to cut hairs without damaging skin. 
e) For best shaving results, change your blade after 5 shaves.
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TIP:

TAKE SHORT, LIGHT STROKES TO
PREVENT RAZOR BURN AND NICKS.

30°
SHAVE IN THE DIRECTION YOUR
HAIR GROWS (WITH THE GRAIN).

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
>Store your razor and blades in a safe, dry area, 
   completely out of reach of children and animals. 
>Keep razor blades in safe cartridges when not in use.
>Broken or used blades should be carefully disposed 
   in a suitable protective cartridge or other transport 
   cases. Throwing away a blade without a protective 
   covering may cause serious injury. 


